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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the informativity of tonal and segmental cues for detecting prosodic constituents boundaries in a prosodically unlabeled spontaneous speech corpus of Seoul Korean. The focus of this paper is Accentual Phrases (AP) that start with a Lenis obstruent. Previous work has found that listeners detect AP boundaries by attending to tonal cues (change in pitch from the previous syllable) and segmental cues (allophonic variation of Lenis). This paper reports that in spontaneous speech, while the segmental cues are more informative than the tonal cue for detecting AP boundaries, the tonal cue is informative for detecting the boundary of prosodic constituents higher than the AP.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates the informativity of tonal and segmental cues to the Accentual Phrases (AP) of Seoul Korean in a spontaneous speech corpus [1].

In the ToBI framework, prosodic constituent boundaries are associated with Break Indices (BI) [2]. In the autosegmental-metrical model of Seoul Korean intonational phonology, K-ToBI, there are 3 levels of BIs associated with 3 levels of prosodic units: the Phonological Word (PWd), the Accentual Phrase (AP), and the Intonational Phrase (IP) [3, 4, 5], see Table 1.1 Previous work has shown that the listeners pay attention to both segmental and tonal cues to determine the presence or absence of these prosodic constituent boundaries [6, 7, 8, 9].

One way to assess the informativity of acoustic cues in perceiving these different boundary types is by formalizing perception as a categorization task where the boundary types are phonological categories [10]. This approach typically proceeds by first getting the data labeled with prosodic transcription to mark each syllable in the data with a BI value. Next, the acoustic properties of the labeled syllables are parameterized with relevant phonetic measurements, such as f0 or duration. Then, the effect of such cues in accounting for the differences between the BI levels is measured e.g., with a regression analysis.

Crucially, though, this approach requires the prerequisite step of first prosodically labeling the data, which becomes more expensive as the size gets larger, especially since it is known that the labelers also differ in their judgment of the type and the presence/absence of the prosodic constituent boundaries [11], which means it is ideal to have multiple labelers. This sets the entry barrier quite high to conduct such research and only a handful of datasets for only a few languages are publicly available (e.g., [12] for Japanese). In the case of Korean, there are few publicly available prosodically transcribed speech corpora, and none of them contains spontaneous speech (see [13] for the importance of investigating spontaneous speech).

For example, the data used in this study come from a spontaneous speech corpus of 40 native Seoul Korean speakers [1], but it is not prosodically transcribed. Consequently, while there are a few phonetic studies conducted on this corpus (e.g., [14]), none are on prosody.

On the other hand, one could also assess the informativity of cues without the prerequisite step of prosodic labels by investigating the distributions of the categories along a cue dimension and inspecting how separable the categories are along that dimension. The informativity of cues can be further explored with a clustering analysis, where each syllable in the dataset is considered a token in a phonetic space, constructed with acoustic cues hypothesized to be primary cues for AP detection.
as the dimensions. The clustering analysis can assess the number of clusters that can best account for the variation in the data. If the clusters that emerge from the data can be inferred to be the boundary type categories based on where they lie in the phonetic space, it provides evidence that the cues that construct the space are informative in separating the categories.

This paper reports an initial exploratory analysis of the informativity of the acoustic cues to the AP boundaries of Seoul Korean in spontaneous speech, in this second sense—in the absence of prosodically labeled data.

2. BACKGROUND

Unlike typical prosodic constituents found in other languages, the AP in Korean is argued to not have final lengthening, but instead to be ‘tonally marked’ [3, 4]. The K-ToBI model suggests that the tonal marking is distinct at the AP junctures so that the listener can pay attention to tonal targets to notice whether or not there is an AP juncture in between the two syllables. According to [4], the initial tone of the AP can be ‘L’ or ‘H’[5] but in this paper, we limit our discussion to the APs that start with a Lenis obstruent and therefore with an initial ‘L’ tone. APs typically end with an ‘Ha’ tone [4, 15]. This suggests that in a typical AP juncture, F0 falls from the pre-boundary syllable to the post-boundary syllable. However, F0 also falls from one syllable to another within an AP in longer APs [4]. Previous work has suggested that the gradient nature of the fall matters, as the fall across an AP juncture seems to be larger than the fall within an AP [16], and that listeners are sensitive to the gradient difference in the fall in perceiving AP boundaries [6, 7, 8].

In addition, [3] showed that the AP also serves as a domain that conditions the realization of segments. In particular, AP-initially, Lenis obstruents are acoustically realized as ‘strong’ (via ‘domain-initial strengthening’, [17, 18] among others); but optionally realized as voiced and lenited (‘acoustically weak’) AP-medially (‘Lenis medial voicing’, [19, 20] among others). The voicing of Lenis can be seen as a type of cross-linguistically attested domain-medial lenition [21], which can bear a demarcative function, as the lenited realization can signal the absence of a boundary or the continuation of a constituent [22]. In Korean, [9] showed that listeners are sensitive to this allophonic variation of Lenis stops and use it in determining the presence/absence of AP boundaries. However, [9] did not test how this segmental cue interacts with the tonal cue as her stimuli were artificially monotonized.

While experimental work has shown listeners are sensitive to these cues, it is yet to be investigated to what extent each is informative in separating the boundary type categories. Also, it is not yet known how the two types of cue interact since existing experimental work has tested the tonal [6, 7, 8] and segmental cues [9] independently, but not together. For listeners to be able to use these cues in spontaneous speech, these categories should be distinguishable in a phonetic space parameterized with these cues. Also, given the emphasis on the importance of tonal marking in the K-ToBI literature [4], I hypothesize that the tonal cue alone might be sufficient for separating the boundary type categories.

3. METHOD

To take a first step towards filling these gaps in the literature, this paper investigated a spontaneous speech corpus of Seoul Korean [1], choosing two speakers as a first pilot: one teenage female and a male in his forties since they were maximally different in terms of their age and gender. The data were also filtered to only include syllables with a Lenis stop onset (7393 out of 27607 syllables, 27%).

Following [16], it was assumed that the tonal marking for the AP is realized as a change in F0 over a disyllabic window. In order to parameterize this tonal cue, F0 was extracted for every 5 ms, from syllables with a Lenis onset and the syllable that came before it. The mean F0 over the preceding syllable was compared with the syllable with the Lenis onset, to determine whether the F0 was falling or rising over the two syllables. Then, the difference between the minimum and the maximum F0 values was taken so as to maximize the fall/rise. The difference was standardized as a fraction of range [16] for each given utterance3. This variable, named ‘$\text{MAX} \Delta F0$’, was negative when the F0 change was a fall, and positive when the change was a rise. The ‘utterance initial’ syllables were excluded since they did not have a previous syllable in an utterance, by definition. The utterance is segmented by a pause in the corpus [1], which indicates that the utterance initial syllables are always IP-initial syllables. However, as the IP boundary is not always preceded by a pause, this meant that some PWd-initial syllables could be both IP-initial and AP-initial. Considering all the possible tonal markings of AP junctures, including AP junctures that are also IP junctures, both rising and falling contours could
occur at an AP juncture, as the pitch resets when an IP starts [5]. As mentioned earlier, the size of the tonal fall is larger across AP boundaries, than within AP boundaries, we expect some syllables to have a more extreme negative value of MAXΔF0 (AP initial) than others (AP non-initial).

The segmental realization of Lenis stops was parameterized using three measurements taken over the Lenis stop closure interval that were reported to be correlated with the lenition of stops: percentage of voiced interval [23], the difference between the maximum and minimum rate of change in intensity as in [21], and the closure duration, which was speech-rate normalized following [9]. Principal Components Analysis was used to combine them into a single variable for comparison with the tonal cue, following [24]. The first component, which accounted for 77% of the variance in the data, was named STRENGTH. A Lenis token that was strong had a positive value of STRENGTH, whereas a Lenis token that was realized as weak had a negative value.

The corpus [1] provided three levels of segmentation: phone, ‘Eojeol’, and utterance. An ‘Eojeol’ is an orthographically defined sequence of syllables, that is often loosely equated with the PWd in previous work including the K-ToBI labeling conventions [4], and I follow this assumption, i.e., Eojeol non-initial is equated with PWd non-initial (⟨PWd...⟩) and Eojeol-initial is assumed to be PWd-initial (⟨PWd⟩). While the corpus does not have AP labels, we can still make inferences about the distribution of AP-initial (some of which may also be IP-initial) and AP non-initial syllables in the ⟨MAXΔF0, STRENGTH⟩ acoustic space via the PWd labels with the following logic.

Assuming the prosodic constituents are strictly layered, we can assume that PWd non-initial syllables must be AP non-initial. But we do expect the PWd initial syllables to be a mix of AP initial and AP non-initial syllables, since there can be multiple PWds inside an AP. The PWd initial ones that are AP-non-initial should have an overlapping distribution with PWd non-initial syllables (which must be AP non-initial), but the PWd initial syllables that are AP-initial should be separable from the PWd non-initial ones along a cue dimension. If such separability is observed along a dimension, I call that dimension informative. We can also infer that the subset of PWd initial syllables not overlapping with PWd non-initial syllables is AP-initial.

In addition to the exploratory analysis presented above, a clustering analysis was performed on [PWd] to further explore the systematicity of variation in the distribution [25, 26]. By the logic above, [PWdσ] in the corpus can be partitioned into three sub-categories: IP-initial, AP-initial (but not IP-initial), and AP non-initial (see Table 1). To test whether these three sub-categories emerge from the distribution of [PWdσ], a K-means analysis was performed by setting the value of K from 2 to an arbitrary number, where K is the number of clusters that the algorithm is supposed to find. Then for each K value, a silhouette analysis was performed, which is a commonly used metric to evaluate clustering analysis. The output of a silhouette analysis ranges from 1 to -1; where 1 indicates perfect separation, 0 indicates a complete overlap, and -1 indicates complete misrepresentation of the data. I hypothesized that the number of clusters that best accounts for the variation in the data to be 3 and expected the found clusters to match the three sub-categories listed above.

4. RESULTS

The marginal plot on the right edge of Fig. 1 shows that some syllables with Lenis onsets have a rising F0 from the previous syllable (positive MAXΔF0) and some have a falling F0 (negative MAXΔF0). However, it is clear that MAXΔF0 alone does not distinguish AP-initial syllables from AP non-initial syllables as the [PWdσ] (light gray) and [PWdσ] (dark gray) distributions almost completely overlap.

![Figure 1: 2D density contour plot with marginal plots showing the distributions of STRENGTH and MAXΔF0 on the top and right](image)

On the contrary, the distributions of [PWdσ] and [PWdσ] over STRENGTH only partially overlapped (Fig. 1, top). In particular, while the [PWdσ] showed two modes in the distribution, one in the positive region and the other in the negative region, [PWdσ] had a unimodal distribution. It is also noteworthy that [PWdσ]s are distributed to the right
Figure 2: The three found sub-categories of $\text{PWd...}$s from the K-means clustering analysis of $\text{PWd...}$s in the positive region of the STRENGTH dimension. This indicates that while $\text{PWd...}$ could be realized as voiceless (as the Lenis medial voicing is not obligatory, as previously reported [20]), they were still ‘acoustically weaker’ than $\text{PWd}$, as reported in [18].

Overall, contrary to expectation, these findings suggest that the tonal cue is not in fact informative (in the sense operationalized in this paper) for separating the AP-initial syllables from the AP non-initial ones in a large and spontaneous dataset—since the distributions of $\text{PWd}$ and $\text{PWd...}$ almost completely overlapped. Instead, the results support the informativity of the segmental cue, indexing the allophony of the Lenis stop, for AP boundaries.

In addition to the exploratory analysis presented above, a clustering analysis was performed on $\text{PWd}$ to further explore the systematicity of variation in the distribution [25, 26]. As hypothesized, it was found that the number of clusters that best explain the variability in the data was 3 (silhouette score: 0.49). The three clusters found roughly occupied the first, third and fourth quadrants in Fig. 2, which would correspond to ‘Strong-Rise’, ‘Weak-Fall’ and ‘Strong-Fall’, respectively. Among the three, it can be inferred that the Weak-Fall cluster corresponds to $\text{PWd}$ that are AP non-initial, since it was expected that voiced/lenited Lenis must be in the AP non-initial position.

There is also evidence suggesting that the Strong-Rise cluster corresponds to IP initial syllables and the Strong-Fall cluster to (non IP initial) AP initial syllables. For Strong-Rise syllables, the top ten most frequent preceding syllables included sentence-final particles; for Strong-Fall, they included case markers, which are indicative of the right edge of an AP [4]. The two Strong clusters were separated along the MAX$\Delta F_0$ dimension but not along the STRENGTH dimension, which suggests that $\text{PWd}$ can be first distinguished into AP-initial or AP non-initial syllables along the STRENGTH dimension, but the Strong $\text{PWd}$ can be further separated into AP-initial and the higher constituent initial (e.g., IP) syllables, using the tonal cue. More analysis is required to investigate how AP initial and IP initial syllables can be further separated.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper investigated the informativity of previously proposed tonal and segmental cues to AP boundaries in a corpus of Seoul Korean spontaneous speech. Even though the corpus was not prosodically labeled, I showed how the informativity of the acoustic cues for AP boundaries could nevertheless be investigated, via the distributions of $\text{PWd}$ and $\text{PWd...}$, and with a clustering analysis. I found that the informativity differs between the tonal and the segmental cues in separating boundary type categories in Seoul Korean spontaneous speech. A clear limitation of this study is that only the syllables with Lenis onset were investigated. It remains to be tested whether other AP-conditioned segmental realizations provide similar informativity as shown in this study (e.g., AP-conditioned denasalization [9]).

Exploring the distributions of the categories in unlabeled data serves as an initial step toward understanding the learnability of the categories, as it resembles the challenge that human learners face, in the sense that they are not given the labels in the data either, cf. the distributional learning literature [27, 28]. Being able to find the expected clusters in the $\langle \text{MAX} \Delta F_0, \text{STRENGTH} \rangle$ acoustic space could indicate that the AP boundary phonological contrast could be learned from the cues investigated.
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1 There is also an intermediate phrase in the most recent version of K-ToBI [5], but we limit our discussion to the AP in this paper.

2 The initial tone of an AP is ‘H’ if the initial segment of an AP is an Aspirated or a Fortis obstruent [3]

3 Different methods of standardization and measuring not the size of the change but the slope of the fall/rise were tried, but all other measurements patterned similarly.